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Abstract
One of the most prominent features of Pluto observed by the New Horizon mission is the absence of craters on
Sputnik Planitia (SP). Vigorous thermal convection could renew the SP surface with sufﬁcient depth at a timescale
of ∼500,000 years. Here we present numerical simulations demonstrating that craters can be removed much more
quickly across all of SP by viscous relaxation of nitrogen (N2) ice. The timescale of relaxation is in years if the N2
layer is 4 km thick and the viscosity is as determined in the lab, and will increase to 104 years if the viscosity is
104 times larger than the measured value. For such high viscosity, the thermal convection will have a timescale of
greater than 106 years if it happens at all, so that the relaxation timescale is still more than 2 orders of magnitude
shorter. The relaxation timescale decreases with increasing thickness and temperature of the ice layer. The
existence of pits on SP can be explained by the surface enhancement of viscosity. Such enhancement does not have
signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the relaxation timescale of craters with diameters greater than a few kilometers. Therefore,
although convection is required to explain the polygon shapes, it may have a lesser role in the absence of craters on
SP. The viscous relaxation mechanism can readily explain the nondetection of both craters and polygon shapes on
the southeast SP.
Key words: convection – Kuiper Belt objects: individual (Pluto) – methods: numerical – planets and satellites:
composition – planets and satellites: physical evolution – planets and satellites: surfaces
of the timescale of viscous relaxation of craters on the N2 ice
layer of SP is warranted. Results from numerical simulations
demonstrate that viscous relaxation of N2 ice is a more efﬁcient
process in resurfacing the SP ice sheet, and that the timescale of
crater removal is 3 orders of magnitude shorter than that of
thermal convections.

1. Introduction
The lack of impact craters on the predominantly N2 ice sheet
of Sputnik Planitia (SP) indicates efﬁcient resurfacing processes (Robbins et al. 2016). It has been suggested that the
crater retention age is no more than ∼10 million years (Stern
et al. 2015b; Trilling 2016). Recent simulation studies indicate
that vigorous thermal convections of N2 ice can remove craters
within a million or 500,000 years, assuming that the thickness
is a few kilometers to several tens of kilometers (McKinnon
et al. 2016; Trowbridge et al. 2016). While thermal convection
offers an explanation to the observed polygon shapes on the SP
ice sheet, there could be other resurfacing processes that
contribute to the absence of craters and the young surface. Lack
of craters on the southern Lightly Pitted Plains or Deeply Pitted
Plains (White et al. 2017), where the thickness of the N2 ice
sheet may not be enough to initiate convection (McKinnon
et al. 2016; Umurhan et al. 2017), calls especially for an
alternative mechanism.
In previous literature, viscous relaxation has been applied to
interpreting observed craters on icy moons, such as Europa
(Thomas & Schubert 1986, 1987), Ganymede (Dombard &
McKinnon 2000; Bland et al. 2017), Enceladus (Passey 1983;
Bland et al. 2012), and Iapetus (Robuchon et al. 2011). A rough
estimate using the scaling method was also given prior to New
Horizonʼs encounter to Pluto (Stern et al. 2015a). However, the
constraint by thermal convection on the thickness of the ice
layer on SP was not available to them yet, so the scaling
relation they have used was based on the thick-ice limit (crater
diameters = ice thickness). Moreover, the timescale of
relaxation they obtained based on the scaling relation for
Newtonian rheology, compared to that obtained from the
detailed calculation using nonlinear rheology presented herein,
substantially overestimates (by 3 orders of magnitude) its
dependence on temperature. Therefore, a quantitative estimate

2. Method
The numerical model used here is the Ice Sheet System Model
(ISSM) version 4.11 (Larour et al. 2012), which was originally
developed for studying water glaciers on Earth and recently
adapted for the study of CO2 glacial ﬂow of Martian south polar
layered deposits (Smith et al. 2016). The full Stokes equation is
solved to simulate crater relaxations herein. We modify the
original model with Plutoʼs gravity of 0.62 m s−2 (Stern et al.
2015b) and N2 ice density of 0.98 g cm−3 (Scott 1976; Satorre
et al. 2008). Non-Newtonian creep parameters (see Equation (1))
are taken from laboratory measurements at 45 K and 56 K
(Yamashita et al. 2010), the same as those adopted in studies of
convection (McKinnon et al. 2016; Trowbridge et al. 2016) and
glacier ﬂows (Umurhan et al. 2017).
e˙ = As n.

(1 )

We follow the method of Moore et al. (2016) and linearly
extrapolate n down to the surface temperature on SP, which
yields n = 1.9915 at 38 K (Grundy et al. 2016; Umurhan
et al. 2017). It has been tested that a value of 2.2, as used in
convection studies (e.g., McKinnon et al. 2016), will increase
the timescale of viscous relaxation by less than 50%, which is
negligible compared to the inﬂuence of many other factors. We
also accept the assumption in the same work that the prefactor
1
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Figure 1. (a) Model initialization and (b) e-folding relaxation times as an inverse function of crater diameter d. The model domain is initialized with a cylinder of N2
ice and a crater at the center of the cylinder. Here, the crater has an apparent depth of 2 km and a diameter of 40 km, and the corresponding ice cylinder has a diameter
of 160 km. The max height of the crater rim is 0.75 km. In all of the simulations in (b), the aspect ratio of crater depth and diameter is set to 1 : 10, N2 ice thickness is
4 km, and ice temperature is 38 K. The solid black lines illustrate the scaling relationships of Equations (3) and (4) respectively. The red dashed–dotted curve indicates
numerical results.

linearly recovered to the interior values (∼1014 Pa s) within
100 or 200 m.
Forget et al. (2017) concluded through climate modeling,
that the net change rate of surface N2 ice thickness in 2015 due
to condensation and sublimation was 4.6×10−3 m and
−1.33×10−2 m per Earth year at 7.5 °N and 45 °N,
respectively. Both processes should have no signiﬁcant
inﬂuence on N2 ice thickness during its orbital period.
Consequently, the surface mass balance is set to zero. In most
simulations, the ice cylinder has a uniform temperature of 38 K
and homogenous viscosity. Because viscosity decreases with
temperature, such an assumption yields an upper limit of crater
retention ages compared to one with increasing temperature
toward the bottom.

is an Arrhenius type with the following form:
⎛ T
T ⎞
A (T ) = A (45 K) exp ⎜ A - A ⎟ ,
⎝ 45 K
T ⎠

(2 )

where A(45 K)=0.005 MPa−n(T) s−1 and TA is determined to
be 422 K by plugging in the corresponding numbers for
T=56 K. The prefactor A at 38 K is 0.00089 MPa−n s−1, as
determined by Equation (2). Due to large uncertainties in the
viscosity of N2 ice, we have also tested cases where effective
viscosity is increased by 4 orders of magnitude (∼1014 Pa s)
and cases where effective viscosity at the surface is further
increased by another 4 orders of magnitude (∼1018 Pa s) and
2
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Equations (3) and (4) is probably the appearance of h , which
is a consequence of the dependence of effective viscosity on
stress for non-Newtonian rheology. Clearly, as h decreases
during the relaxation of a crater, the relaxation timescale
increases, making the timescales above less useful than those
for Newtonian rheology. However, instantaneous relaxation
timescales for non-Newtonian rheology are sometimes still
estimated with numerical models (e.g., Dombard & McKinnon
2000). They may be compared to those obtained by the scaling
analysis above for some sort of model validation. As shown in
Figure 1(b), they compare relatively well. Moreover, the
relationship between the instantaneous relaxation timescale and
horizontal wavelength shown in Figure 1(b) is qualitatively
similar to that for the Newtonian case (e.g., Figure1 of Parmentier
& Head 1981 note that d on the x-axis of Figure 1(b) is crater
diameter, so 1/d is only approximate to wavenumbers even after
the multiplication of a factor π). For such a scaling relationship,
updoming is expected to be seen near the center of the crater as it
relaxes in the thick-ice region. This is indeed seen in our model
simulations. All of these factors provide conﬁdence in the model
being used for simulating crater relaxation on N2 ice. We
investigate the dependence of crater relaxation timescales on
temperature, crater depth, N2 ice thickness, and crater diameter,
etc., using this model.

In all simulations, the model domain is cylindrical and its
diameter is always four times that of the crater rim-to-rim
diameter (Figure 1(a)). To assist the comparison of the results
among different cases and relate to analytic results, we assume
a simple crater shape in all plotted experiments, the cavity of
which conforms to a fourth-order polynomial (Dombard &
McKinnon 2006). It produces little difference in relaxation
timescale compared to complex craters (Zahnle et al. 2003;
Bray & Schenk 2015; Moore et al. 2015 see Section 3.1 for
details). For simplicity, the ejecta blanket is represented with a
fourth-order power law as well, and the average height of a
jagged (due to limited spatial resolution; Figure 1(a)) crater rim
is about 25% of the total crater depth in all simulations. The
ejecta blanket, represented with third-order laws, was also
tested, showing minimal difference in the result. The depth of
the crater varies widely due to substrate composition, impact
viscosity, and angle. Without prior knowledge, we adopt an
apparent depth (difference between the bottom of the crater and
the background ice surface; all depths are apparent depths
unless otherwise speciﬁed) of 2 km for craters with a diameter
of 40 km as a midpoint from studies of icy satellites
(Schenk 1989) and carry out sensitivity tests ranging from
0.5 km to 4 km.
The model domain is meshed horizontally with triangles at a
size of 1/50 of the crater diameter and divided vertically into
10–30 layers depending on the length scale on which
topography varies. Every layer contains ∼6400 vertices.
Further increasing resolution produces no signiﬁcant difference
in the results (<5%). The sides of the domain are free-slip in
the vertical direction and ﬁxed in the horizontal, and all
velocities are forced to zero at the bottom boundary. Allowing
basal slip with friction coefﬁcient similar to that of Earthʼs icesheet decreases retention age by approximately 10%–30% in
thin-ice (crater diameter ? ice thickness) cases.
A benchmark experiment was ﬁrst conducted to simulate a
slab of N2 ice ﬂowing down a surface of constant slope. The
results were very close to previous analytical solutions (Moore
et al. 2016). Crater relaxation experiments were conducted with
assumed Newtonian rheology, and with crater diameters both
greater and smaller than the thickness of the ice layer. The
relaxation timescales were accordant with those deducted by
scaling analysis (e.g., Thomas & Schubert 1986). For nonNewtonian rheology, the scaling between an e-folding relaxation timescale and viscosity parameters and crater parameters
can be easily derived for both the thin-ice limit,
tthin ~

1
d n+1
n
+
2
A H hn - 1(rg)n

(3 )

h
,
A (rgh)n d

(4 )

3. Crater Retention Age for Different N2 Ice Viscosity
3.1. Viscosity from Measurement
In this section, the N2 ice viscosity is assumed to be that
experimentally measured by Yamashita et al. (2010), which has
been used in previous convection studies (McKinnon et al.
2016; Trowbridge et al. 2016). Figure 2 shows simulated crater
shapes and N2 ice ﬂows at different stages of viscous
relaxation. Here, the crater is initially 2 km in apparent depth
and 40 km in diameter, and the thickness of the N2 ice sheet is
4 km. Comparison of Figures 2(a) and (b) indicates that the
crater shape experiences rapid changes at the very early stage
of viscous relaxation due to large stress and non-Newtonian
rheology. The slope of the crater wall becomes ﬂat through
time (Figure 2(c)). Ice ﬂows (arrows) are driven by pressure
gradient force, and horizontal velocities are generally greater,
underlying regions with greater surface slopes (Greve &
Blatter 2009). The spatial variation of horizontal velocities is
such that divergence and convergence of ice mass ﬂuxes occur
beneath the rim and the crater bottom, respectively. As a result,
vertical motions are induced by mass continuity, which tends to
lower the rim and lift the center. At the same time, the walls
move toward the center. These processes reduce the topographic differences, i.e., remove the crater. The ice velocity
decreases rapidly with time. The maximum velocity is about
5.5×106 m per Earth year (yr−1; unless otherwise speciﬁed,
Earth year is always meant by “year” hereafter) at the
beginning (Figure 2(a)), more than two orders of magnitude
larger than the largest velocity of modern glaciers on Earth.
However, ice velocity quickly drops to 2.1×103 m yr−1 after
one month (Figure 2(c)), and to 7.3×101 m yr−1 after one
year (Figure 2(d)). This crater relaxes almost entirely in the
thin-ice limit, i.e., short wavelength features relax faster than

and the thick-ice limit,
tthick ~

where H is the thickness of the N2 ice layer, d and h are the
diameter and apparent depth of craters, respectively, ρ is the
density of N2 ice on SP, and g is the surface gravity on Pluto.
When the creep exponent n=1, the scaling relations recover
those for the Newtonian rheology (Haskell 1935; Jeffreys 1952;
Scott 1967; Thomas & Schubert 1986). Compared to the
scaling for Newtonian rheology, the most important change in
3
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Figure 2. Vertical cross-sections of a crater at different relaxation stages. The crater is initially 2 km in depth, 40 km in diameter, and the surface temperature is 38 K.
Arrows represent N2 ice velocities. The length scale of the maximum N2 ice velocity is marked in the upper-right corner. (a) At the initial time; (b) within an Earth day;
(c) after one month; and (d) after one year. In plots (c) and (d), the insets zoom in with greater vertical exaggeration.

shorter than convective overturn timescales (McKinnon et al.
2016; Trowbridge et al. 2016). This low sensitivity with
temperature implies that the vertical temperature gradient
induced by Plutoʼs geothermal heat ﬂux (Robuchon & Nimmo
2011) would have a small inﬂuence on crater retention age.
Further simulations show that the retention age will reduce
by approximately 50%–100% if a temperature gradient of
5 K/km is considered (McKinnon et al. 2016; Nimmo et al.
2016).
N2 ice has a phase transition between α and β phases at
35.6 K (Fray & Schmitt 2009). It was reported that for a stress
of 88.2 kPa N2 ice is in the cubic α-phase at 35.5 K and in the
hexagonal β-phase at and above 37.9 K, and that N2 ice in
the α-phase creeps approximately ﬁve times slower than in the
β-phase (Alekseeva & Strzhemechny 2012). The results here

the long wavelength features (Figure 1(b)) so that the rim
relaxes faster than the crater cavity (Figure 2(b)).
We ﬁrst test the dependence of viscous relaxation timescales
to ice temperatures, as shown in Figure 3(a). We deﬁne the
crater retention age as the relaxation time when the depth of a
crater becomes as shallow as 25 m. Such a conservative
choice is at least 5 times smaller than the current limit of
stereogrammetry and by all means ensures a nondetection
through photoclinometry. At 38 K, it takes about 0.8 years for a
crater with an initial depth of 2 km on a 4-km-thick ice sheet to
relax to a depth of 25 m (Figure 3(a)). The viscosity of N2 ice
decreases with increasing temperatures (Yamashita et al. 2010).
Our simulations yield retention ages of 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2 years
for temperatures of 42, 46, and 50 K, respectively. The crater
retention ages obtained here are about 5 orders of magnitude
4
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Figure 3. Crater relaxation times with (a) different temperatures, (b) crater depth, (c) N2 ice thickness, and (d) crater diameters. The benchmark case is 38 K with a
crater that is initially 2 km deep, 40 km in diameter on 4 km thick ice. Each test shown in (a)–(d) varies by one parameter. The red dots and lines represent the
timescale for the crater to relax to a depth of 25 m. The black curves are the relaxation times estimated from scaling analysis for τthin, i.e., Equations (3) and (4) in
Section 2, and ﬁtted to the numerical result.

suggest that the short crater retention ages calculated here are
robust against the uncertainty and variations of surface
temperature, which may arise from atmospheric conditions,
surface albedo, and orbital effects (Earle et al. 2017).
Figure 3(b) indicates that the crater retention age increases
only modestly with crater depth. For a crater with a depth of
0.5 km, its retention age is 0.5 years. As the depth increases to
4 km, the crater retention age increases to 1.0 year. The results
in Figure 3 suggest that the crater retention age is insensitive to
crater depth as long as the crater depth is shallower than ice
thickness.
Figure 3(c) demonstrates that the crater retention age is very
sensitive to N2 ice thickness. For N2 ice thickness of 1 km, the
retention age is about 188 years for a crater with 40 km
diameter and 2 km depth. We assumed in this case that the
surrounding N2 ice relaxes into the crater that penetrates to the
water ice substrate. A thin (0.1m) layer of N2 was artiﬁcially
placed on the exposed water ice to avoid modiﬁcation of the
no-slip boundary condition. As N2 ice thickness is increased to
2 km, the crater retention age drops to 13 years. For N2 ice
thickness of 4 and 8 km, the retention ages rapidly drop to 0.8
and 0.1 years, respectively. It appears that each doubling N2 ice

thickness leads to a decrease of crater retention ages by a factor
of about 15. The scaling relation in Equation (3) gives a value
of 16, so it may be justiﬁed for more general use in a rough
estimate of how crater retention age scales with relevant
parameters for non-Newtonian rheology.
For N2 ice thickness of 4 km, the minimum instantaneous
e-folding relaxation timescale occurs when the crater diameter
is ∼10 km (Figure 1(b)). This indicates that for any sizable
craters on SP, their retention age increases with diameters,
contrary to the scaling analyses adopted in some previous
rough estimates since they assumed a thick-ice layer (Stern
et al. 2015a; Trilling 2016). For a simple crater of diameter
20 km, the retention age is 0.1 year (Figure 3(d)). As crater
diameter increases to 40 and 80 km, the retention ages are
extended to 0.8 and 6.0 years, respectively. Each doubling of
crater diameter leads to an increase in crater retention ages by a
factor of 8. This is also consistent with the scaling relation in
Equation (3), which yields an eight times increase in relaxation
time for each doubling of crater diameters for n=2.
Additional tests show that the 100 km diameter complex
craters with a central peak, pit, or peak-ring (Bray &
Schenk 2015) exhibit retention ages of 11.9, 12.0, and
5
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Table 1
Relaxation Timescale against Thickness of Enhanced Viscosity Layer
Type
Pit

Crater

Diameter

Depth

Thickness of Enhanced Viscosity (108×) Layera

e-folding Relaxation Timescale (years)

Retention Age (years)

0.3 km

0.1 km

1 km

0.2 km

40 km

2 km

0m
100 m
200 m
0m
100 m
200 m
0m
100 m
200 m

2.26×103
2.45×106
7.26×106
2.86×102
1.51×103
7.31×104
3.70×101
5.70×101
5.73×101

>4.23×103b
>5.61×106b
>1.58×107b
>1.26×103b
>1.83×105b
>5.96×105b
8.96×103
1.30×104
1.31×104

Note.
a
Ice beneath this layer has 104× the experimental viscosity (Yamashita et al. 2010).
b
These numbers are the time it takes for the pits to relax to a depth of 25 m, while their retention age is deﬁned by 4 m.

11.6 years, respectively, almost the same as that of 11.5 years
for a simple crater of the same depth. The decrease in the
depth-diameter ratio commonly observed on large, complex
craters has little inﬂuence on the retention age, as was described
for simple craters above where changes in depth result in little
alteration to retention time.
For pits that have horizontal scales of ∼10–1000 meters
(Howard et al. 2017; Moore et al. 2017; White et al. 2017),
Figure 1(b) indicates that their retention age increases with
decreasing diameters. This allows expansion in the initial
formation stage due to sublimation (Buhler & Ingersoll 2018;
Moore et al. 2017). Simulated with a rimless sinusoidal shape,
a retention age of 0.8 years is obtained for a 1 km wide pit (the
maximum depth is ﬁxed at 200 m for 1 km wide pits and 100 m
for pits of all other diameters, in rough agreement with
maximum depth of North-Central SP pits). Here we choose the
retention age of a pit as the relaxation time when the maximum
depth decreases to 4 m, since the vertical resolution of
photoclinometry may be higher for smaller horizontal scale.
As the diameter is reduced to 0.3 km and 0.1 km, the retention
age is increased to 1.6 and 43 years, respectively. These are
likely too small to explain their pervasive existence on SP.

relaxation of the rim of a relatively small crater. For a 4 km
diameter crater with an apparent depth of 500 m, using the
same enhanced viscosity (108× experimental value at the
surface and 104× in the interior), it takes approximately 10,000
years for the rim height to relax from 125 m to 50 m, a
difference that would escape detection with stereogrammetry
due to limited vertical resolution (Schenk et al. 2017) and
photoclinometry due to solar angle (Buhler & Ingersoll 2018).
4. Discussion
The SP ice sheet consists of a small amount of CH4 and CO
ice, in addition to the major constituent of N2 ice (Grundy
et al. 2016; Protopapa et al. 2017; Schmitt et al. 2017).
Although the viscosity of CO ice has not been measured under
the Pluto condition, it was suspected to be similar to the
viscosity of N2 ice due to similar molecular bond structure
(Moore et al. 2016; Umurhan et al. 2017). CH4 ice is likely
much more viscous due to higher melting temperature
(Eluszkiewicz & Stevenson 1990; Yamashita et al. 2010),
and may increase the viscosity of the N2:CH4:CO ice layer.
Due to unknown rheology of the mixed state, we carry out a
simulation for pure CH4 ice as an upper limit for higher ice
viscosity. Same extrapolation methods were used on the
experimental CH4 rheological data, yielding A=8.84×
10−6 MPa−n s−1 and n=1.97. It is found that the retention
ages of craters on a CH4 ice layer of 4 km thick is 2 to 3 orders
of magnitude longer than those on the N2 ice, e.g., 326 years
versus 0.8 years for a crater with 40 km diameter and 2 km
depth. Such retention age is still 2 orders of magnitude shorter
than that of thermal convection.
The viscosity of the near surface ice on SP may be much
higher than that at depth. First, grain size at the surface could
grow through sintering to the observed value of 59 cm
(Protopapa et al. 2017) and result in higher viscosity due to
grain size sensitive creep with p=1.4∼3 (Goldsby &
Kohlstedt 2001; Durham et al. 2010). The grain beneath the
surface is balanced at smaller sizes by more active dynamic
recrystallization under high stresses (Poirier 1985; Durham
et al. 2010). Second, potentially higher concentrations of CH4
and CO due to sublimation of N2, along with deposition of
impurities hinted by distinctly dark materials on the pit ﬂoor in
some cases (Moore et al. 2017), could also act as a binding
agent that increases the iceʼs viscosity. Third, it might even be
possible that the surface of N2 ice falls into a different creep

3.2. Enhanced Viscosity
The retention age of craters scales linearly with viscosity.
For example, if the viscosity is increased uniformly by 4 orders
of magnitude (i.e., A in Equation (1) is reduced by the same
magnitude), the retention age of a crater with 40 km diameter
and 2 km apparent depth increases from ∼0.8 years to
∼9000 years, also 4 orders of magnitude (Table 1). If the
surface of the ice layer is stiffened by another 4 orders of
magnitude, and it recovers linearly with depth to the interior
value in 100 m or 200 m, it has little effect on the retention age
of the crater above. However, it has dramatic inﬂuence on the
retention age of a pit. For a medium sized pit of 300 m diameter
and 100 m depth (Buhler & Ingersoll 2018), the e-folding
relaxation timescale increases from ∼2000 years to 107 years
(Table 1). For a large pit of 1 km diameter, the e-folding
relaxation timescale increases from ∼300 years to 1500 years
and 105 years for surface layer thickness of 100 m and 200 m,
respectively. The 25 m retention ages are much larger than the
e-folding relaxation timescale and are not precisely calculated
in some cases due to long computing time (Table 1). The
surface enhanced viscosity does signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the
6
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regime. Relaxation of topography samples subsurface mechanical properties over a depth comparable to the wavelength
(Parmentier & Head 1981). Therefore, the high surface
viscosity entails slow relaxation of a pit that complies to the
rate required by pit growth through sublimation (Buhler &
Ingersoll 2018), yet it has a much smaller inﬂuence on the
relaxation of large craters (diameters greater than ∼10 km).
If the viscosity of the interior N2 ice on SP is 4 orders of
magnitude higher than the values measured in the lab
(Yamashita et al. 2010), the mean velocity of convection will
decrease to the subcentimeter range. Solving Equations(7) to
(12) of Trowbridge et al. (2016) using parameters given in the
same paper, gives vconv = 1.5 cm yr-1 with the measured
viscosity and vconv ¢ = 0.3 cm yr-1 with 104 times the measured
viscosity. The latter value is signiﬁcantly smaller than the lower
limit (∼1.5 cm yr−1) of the surface velocity inferred from pit
sublimation rates (Buhler & Ingersoll 2018). The slower
convective velocity also implies that the timescale of crater
removal by convection is extended by half an order of
magnitude. Meanwhile, at such high viscosity, the Rayleigh
number calculated through Equation (1) in McKinnon et al.
(2016) will be approximately 1000, very close to the critical
Rayleigh number for sluggish lid convection, which is also
∼1000, as given by Equation (3)) of the same paper.
Consequently, the viscosity of the ice layer on SP cannot be
much larger than 104 times the measured value if convection is
to be used to explain the polygon shape there. Even for interior
viscosity of 104 times the measured value, the crater retention
age of 104 years obtained here is still at least 2 orders of
magnitude shorter than that of the convective timescale.

even expand under the inﬂuence of sublimation. More
importantly, such near surface enhancement of viscosity does
not have any signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the relaxation timescales
of craters with diameters on the order of 10 km. Therefore, we
propose that the absence of craters on SP is most likely due to
viscous relaxation of the craters rather than due to resurfacing
by thermal convection, but the latter is still necessary to explain
the polygon shapes on SP. This relaxation mechanism could be
especially important for the southeast region of SP where
neither craters nor the convection cell were observed.
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5. Conclusions
Our simulations have demonstrated that viscous relaxation is
a very efﬁcient process to remove craters on N2 ice sheets. If
the ice layer on SP is composed of pure N2 ice that is 4 km
thick and its viscosity is the same as that measured in the lab by
Yamashita et al. (2010), the crater retention age against viscous
relaxation is on the order of years to 10 years, 5 orders of
magnitude shorter than the timescale at which convection
removes craters. If the viscosity of the ice is 4 orders of
magnitude larger than the measured value due to the grain-size
effect, mixing with a large amount of CH4 ice or other
unknown factors, the retention age increases to 104 years. For
such viscosity, the timescale of crater removal due to
convection may increase from 106 to ∼5×106 years, which
is still more than 2 orders of magnitude longer than that due to
viscous relaxation. Further increase of viscosity of the ice layer
may not be supported if thermal convection is to be used to
explain the polygon shapes on SP. If the softening of deep ice
is considered as a result of temperature increase at depth, the
timescale of relaxation will be even shorter, by about a factor of
2, for large craters.
Existence of pits on the surface of SP may be explained
by signiﬁcant increase of viscosity near the surface of the
ice layer. If the surface viscosity is 108 times larger than
the measured value and linearly decreases by 4 orders of
magnitude within the upper 100 m, a pit with 300 m diameter
and 100 m depth will have a relaxation timescale of 106 years.
Such a timescale is long enough to maintain their existence or
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